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SUMMARY
The natural course of hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection depends on the immune status of the host. In cancer patients, as the consequence of immune suppression due to chemotherapy and malignant disease itself, the balance between replicative potential of the virus and immune response of the host is disrupted leading to acute HBV infection or reactivation. We present a case of HBsAg positive, diffuse large B cell gastric lymphoma patient CD20+ staged IB, treated with six cycles of R-CHOP protocol and two cycles with rituximab monotherapy. Five months after the successful anticancer treatment, patient developed reactivation of chronic HBV infection (ten-fold increase in liver enzymes, HBsAg+, IgM anti-HBc+, HBeAg(-), and HBV DNA 5×10^6 copies/ml). Antiviral therapy with lamivudine was started. Four weeks after the antiviral therapy initiation liver enzymes were in normal ranges. One year after the start of antiviral treatment, HBV DNA PCR test did not detect any viral particles. The patient is in complete remission of malignant disease, and still receiving therapy with lamivudine. HBV screening in cancer patients is necessary in order to provide a prompt antiviral therapy and to prevent postponement or even cessation of planned anticancer treatment. HBsAg positive patients should start prophylactic antiviral treatment before the start of immunosuppressive treatment. Chemotherapy protocols consisting rituximab and corticosteroids significantly increase the risk of reactivation. If reactivation is diagnosed in course of chemotherapy, the therapy should be stopped and antiviral treatment should be applied as soon as possible. Treatment with lamivudine is continued at least 6 months after the chemotherapy end.
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INTRODUCTION
It is estimated that 1/3 of the world population is infected with hepatitis B virus (HBV) and that about 350 to 400 million people have chronic HBV infection (1). The natural flow of HBV infection depends on the immune status of the host. As the consequence of chemotherapy as well as malignant disease itself, the balance between replicative potential of the virus and immune response of the host is disrupted. In states of immune deficiency an uncontrolled, free replication of the virus starts, leading to acute HBV infection or reactivation, depending on previous hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) status (2). Reactivation of HBV is defined as increase in serum HBV DNA for more than 1log_10 copies/ml in comparison to the level before the therapy was initiated; or an absolute increase in HBV DNA level higher than 8log_10 copies/ml; or conversion of HBV DNA in serum from negative to positive. Viral reactivation causes acute exacerbation of chronic hepatitis, which is defined as threefold increase in serum levels of alanine aminotransferase (ALT) in at least 5-day period (3). Reactivation can be divided into three separate phases. Initially, specific T cell and B cell immune control is lost during intensive cytotoxic and immunosuppressive chemotherapy. Increase in viral replication occurs and can be estimated by the rise in HBV DNA in serum, with minimal activity of ALT. After the chemotherapy or immunosuppressive therapy is discontinued, the functionality of the immune system is restored (immune reconstitution), cytotoxic T lymphocytes recognize the viral antigen of hepatocyte membrane, and infected cells are destroyed. The third phase is the recovery phase, when ALT levels are normalized and HBV markers return to the levels prior to chemotherapy. In some cases, the immune reconstitution does not occur and the increase in HBV DNA is not accompanied by development of acute hepatitis, or it is extremely severe and can be even lethal. In some patients, the recovery phase is not experienced, liver disease progresses and it can violate liver function (4). Reactivation can occur in HBsAg negative patients, who have HBV markers indicating previous infection with HBV (anti-HB core antibody (anti-HBc) and/or anti-HBs) (5). Reactivation of HBV in patients previously recovered from hepatitis B is enabled by covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA), which is the most resistant part of virus, implanted in hepatocyte after the infection (6).

Risk factors for HBV reactivation can be classified in two groups: (1) viral: higher HBV DNA load in serum, amount of cccDNA in hepatocytes, non-A HBV genotype, precore and core promoter mutations (causes of HBeAg negative chronic hepatitis); and (2) host factors: male gender, young age, lymphoma, use of corticosteroids, rituximab, absence of anti-HBs antibody before chemotherapy or decrease in anti-HBs during chemotherapy (6). The highest risk factors of HBV reactivation are type of malignancy and type of chemotherapy administered (7).

We reported a case of HBsAg positive, gastric lymphoma patient, who developed reactivation of HBV infection after the completion of chemotherapy.

CASE REPORT
Male patient, 46 years old, was diagnosed for diffuse large B cell gastric lymphoma, CD20+ staged IB. In course of preparation for chemotherapy, he did not give any significant medical history including HBsAg positivity. He was treated with six cycles of R-CHOP protocol (rituximab, cyclophosphamide, vincristine, and prednisone) and two cycles of rituximab monotherapy. After the treatment was ended, the patient was in complete remission of malignant disease. Five months later, during routine
check-up he complains of fatigue, nausea, and joint pain. Laboratory findings presented ten-times the upper limit of the normal range (ULN) in liver enzymes, hepatic synthetic function was normal, HBsAg+, IgM antiHBC+, HBeAg(-) and HBV DNA 5×10^6 copies/ml in serum. Initially, the patient was suspected to have acute hepatitis B infection. However, epidemiologic poll as well as thorough medical history overview revealed that the patient was diagnosed with hepatitis B infection in the year 1980. Finally, diagnosis of reactivation of chronic hepatitis B was established and therapy with lamivudine 100 mg per day was started. Patient’s subjective complaints subsided and 4 weeks after the antiviral therapy initiation level of liver enzymes were in normal ranges. One year after the start of antiviral treatment HBV DNA PCR test did not detect any viral particles. The patient is still HBsAg positive and receiving therapy with lamivudine. He is in complete remission of malignant disease.

**REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND DISCUSSION**

Reactivation of HBV has been mostly reported in patients with hematologic malignancies, and lymphoma patients are at highest risk for reactivation (8). One of the reasons is a fact that non-Hodgkin lymphomas (NHL) are associated with HBV and HCV. HCV is one of the well-recognized etiological factors of lymphoproliferative diseases, while positive association between HBV and NHL is evident; however details of this relation are not fully understood. Marucchi and authors speculate of possible mechanisms of lymphomagenesis; HBV particles or HBV antigens can be synthesized and assembled by hepatocytes and probably by lymphocytes. HBV particles can then infect other lymphocytes in lymphoid organs. Infectious particles integrate in the host genome, leading to overexpression of cellular oncogenes or downregulation of the expression of tumor suppressor genes. Moreover, HBV antigens can also induce chronic antigenic stimulation (CAS). Infection, integration, and CAS are proposed to be causally linked to lymphomagenesis in conurrence to other yet undefined risk factors (9, 10).

Our patient knew he had been HBsAg positive for at least 20 years. This data correlates to the facts indicating that HBV and HCV induced lymphomagenesis is a long process lasting for more than 15 years (the mean age of 23 years since diagnosis of HCV infection until NHL diagnosis) (10). An increase in transaminases occurred 5 months after the cessation of chemotherapy. In HBsAg positive patients, reactivation can occur between the cycles or only after the end of chemotherapy. This period varies from one month up to 36 months, most commonly ranges between 1 to 4 months (11, 12). In patients with high HBV DNA viral load, reactivation can occur soon after the chemotherapy start. In HBsAg negative (anti-HBe positive) patients, reactivation can be diagnosed mostly after the completion of chemotherapy, the longest period reported is 8.5 months after the completion of oncology treatment (12).

Our patient experienced increase in liver enzymes along with general symptoms: fatigue, weakness, nausea, and arthralgia. HBV reactivation can be symptomatic or asymptomatic. The most usual clinical manifestations of hepatitis are fatigue, nausea, and jaundice. However, ascites, hepatic encephalopathy, and coagulopathy can occur as a consequence of life-threatening fulminant hepatitis and cholestatic fibrosing hepatitis (7, 13). In some patients reactivation can be subacute and resolves spontaneously, while in others it can progress to undetectable persistent infection (12).

All types of medications used in treatment of malignancies can be involved in HBV reactivation starting with classic cytostatic all the way to the modern monoclonal antibodies, as they all have immunosuppressive activity. R-CHOP protocol consists of several drugs related to HBV reactivation, with rituximab and corticosteroids as the most prominent ones (7). Corticosteroids can raise the risk of HBV reactivation from 38% up to 78% (14). Besides being general immunosuppressants, they enhance HBV replication through glucocorticoid-responsive element, transcriptional promoter in HBV genome. High doses of corticosteroids reduce function of suppressor and helper T lymphocytes and enhance primary B cell function (15, 16). Reactivation of HBV was reported in cases of long-term low dose corticosteroid therapy (17).

Rituximab is a monoclonal antibody aiming CD20 antigen, expressed in over 95% of normal and malignant B cells (18). HBV replication is under control of HBV-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes, while B-lymphocytes are antigen-presenting cells. Durable depletion of B lymphocytes induced by rituximab enables HBV to escape the cytotoxic T lymphocytes control, hence leading to uncontrolled viral replication (12). Pei et al. reported that 80% of their study population of rituximab treated patients without antiviral prophylaxis has developed HBV reactivation (19). Protocols consisting of both drugs: rituximab and corticosteroids raise the risk of reactivation significantly, so in cases of HBsAg negative patients this risk rises from 1.3% to 2.3% up to 12.2 to 23.3% (6, 13).

Hepatitis is often diagnosed only after the beginning of oncology treatment when the complications of such treatment have already aroused. Therefore, in case of liver dysfunction without present metastatic liver disease, one has to consider possible hepatotoxicity and infections with hepatotropic viruses (HCV, HBV, HAV, CMV, EBV, and others) (7). Our patient has manifested the criteria for diagnosis of HBV reactivation (high HBV DNA viral load in serum, trifold increase in ALT, symptoms of hepatitis). If reactivation is diagnosed in course of chemo- or immunosuppressive therapy, the therapy should be stopped and antiviral treatment should be applied as soon as possible, or antiviral drug should be replaced with antiviral with high barrier to viral resistance (20). Since our patient was not treated with antiviral drug, we introduced lamivudine and achieved biochemical and viral suppression.

According to the current guidelines for prevention, treatment, and follow-up of hepatitis B, all HBsAg positive patients should start prophylactic antiviral treatment before the start of immunosuppressive treatment (1 to 2 weeks) (7, 18, 21, 22). The most commonly applied antiviral drug for HBV reactivation prevention is lamivudine, cheap drug with good tolerance profile. Lamivudine significantly reduces the risk of HBV reactivation; the prevalence of reactivation is 0 to 8.6% in patients with antiviral prophylaxis, comparing to 50% in patients without lamivudine prophylaxis (7, 23). Treatment with lamivudine is continued at least 6 months after the chemotherapy end, or 12 months for patients treated with monoclonal antibodies or bone marrow transplant. In patients with high HBV DNA level before chemotherapy start lamivudine is applied even longer; i.e. 12 months after the normalization of ALT levels, undetectability of HBV DNA in serum, and anti-HBe seroconversion (in HBe positive patients), or in
CONCLUSION

HBV screening in cancer patients is inevitable in order to provide a prompt antiviral therapy, as well to prevent postponement or even cessation of planned oncologic treatment with all the consequences to cancer patient. Besides HBsAg, screening should consist of anti-HBc and anti-HBs status. Anti-HBc positivity marks previous HBV exposure, so if there is a high risk of viral reactivation (bone marrow transplantation, biologic therapy, etc.) such patients adequate anti-HBV prophylaxis. Anti-HBs positivity in serum represents immunity to HBV infection and prophylaxis is not obligatory except in patients in high risk for HBV reactivation. These patients should be closely monitored for anti-HBs in course of chemotherapy, and in case of drop in anti-HBV level, antiviral drugs should be introduced in treatment. Recommendations for HBV prevention are clearly defined in 2009 and 2012 European and American clinical practice guidelines for treatment of chronic HBV infection (21, 22, 25). The American Society of Clinical Oncology ASCOT published in 2010 Provisional Clinical Opinion for chronic HBV infection screening in cancer patients and recommends testing of all patients in heightened risk for this infection as well as if highly immunosuppressive treatment or rituximab protocols are planned (26).
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